Targeting innate immunity to downmodulate adaptive immunity and reverse type 1 diabetes
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Abstract: Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is characterized by specific destruction of pancreatic insulin-producing beta cells accompanied by evidence of beta-cell-directed autoimmunity such as autoreactive T cells and islet autoantibodies (IAAs). Currently, T1D cannot be prevented or reversed in humans. T1D is easy to prevent in the nonobese diabetic (NOD) spontaneous mouse model but reversing new-onset T1D in mice is more difficult. Since the discovery of the T-cell receptor in the 1980s and the subsequent identification of autoreactive T cells directed toward beta-cell antigens (eg, insulin, glutamic acid decarboxylase), the dream of antigen-specific immunotherapy has dominated the field with its promise of specificity and limited side effects. While such approaches have worked in the NOD mouse, however, dozens of human trials have failed. Broader immunosuppressive approaches (originally cyclosporine, subsequently anti-CD3 antibody) have shown partial successes (e.g., prolonged C peptide preservation) but no major therapeutic efficacy or disease reversal. Human prevention trials have failed, despite the ease of such approaches in the NOD mouse. In the past 50 years, the incidence of T1D has increased dramatically, and one explanation is the “hygiene hypothesis”, which suggests that decreased exposure of the innate immune system to environmental immune stimulants (e.g., bacterial products such as Toll-like receptor (TLR) 4-stimulating lipopolysaccharide [LPS]) dramatically affects the adaptive immune system and increases subsequent autoimmunity. We have tested the role of innate immunity in autoimmune T1D by treating acute-onset T1D in NOD mice with anti-TLR4/MD-2 agonistic antibodies and have shown a high rate of disease reversal. The TLR4 antibodies do not directly stimulate T cells but induce tolerogenic antigen-presenting cells (APCs) that mediate decreased adaptive T-cell responses. Here, we review our current knowledge and suggest future prospects for targeting innate immunity in T1D immunotherapy.
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Type 1 diabetes (T1D): prevention, treatment, or cure?

Curing a medical disease generally implies completely removing the pathogenic agents: e.g., killing microbes with specific antibiotic therapy or surgically removing cancer. In T1D, cure implies reversing new-onset T1D and restoring glucose homeostasis. Initial surgical success using the Edmonton protocol in islet transplantation was tempered by later results showing recurrence of T1D in these grafts. Subsequently, hopes for a medical cure have largely involved “antigen-specific therapies” (refer to the “Curing T1D: antigen-specific approaches” section). In contrast to cure, in most clinical autoimmune diseases (such as rheumatoid arthritis), current approaches do
not cure the disease: the disease is suppressed or halted by immunosuppressive therapy (e.g., anti-TNF therapies in rheumatoid arthritis). Usually (although not always), when the treatment is stopped, autoimmune disease recurs in rheumatology. This raises a major issue in T1D therapeutics: there is already a treatment for the disease. There has been progress in controlling blood glucose (BG) using rapid-acting or long-acting insulin analogs and sensor-augmented insulin pumps for long-term management of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia. Given that many T1D patients are children otherwise in good health, the existence of insulin therapy makes the risks of many treatment approaches (e.g., bone marrow transplantation with chemoablation or strongly immunosuppressive drugs) prohibitive. The risks of ongoing T1D are considerable, but these risks must be matched up against the risk of any proposed therapy. Ultimately, one must ask in each case of a proposed new therapy what is the risk/benefit of daily treatment over a lifetime, compared to the same risk/benefit analysis of insulin therapy? This is one reason why many have emphasized trying to cure T1D: to avoid the risks of chronic treatment.

**Curing T1D: antigen-specific approaches**

Evidence that T1D is an organ-specific autoimmune disease has accumulated for over 45 years. Cell-mediated immunity to insulin in human T1D was shown in 1975. The development of T-cell cloning and the discovery of the T-cell receptor genes rapidly led to the cloning of human T cells autoreactive to insulin. This led to the concept that T1D could be cured by eliminating specific T cells without affecting the entire T-cell repertoire (and thus inducing global immunosuppression). An enormous number of studies focused on insulin reactive T cells in T1D, with the hope that eliminating or otherwise changing the function of these autoreactive T cells could cure the disease without affecting the global T-cell response to infections (i.e., without inducing global immunosuppression). The idea seems simple: why not just remove those T cells that express autoreactive T-cell receptors from the T-cell repertoire? Unfortunately, this approach has failed in human T1D for both insulin and other autoantigens. More than 20 different human trials of various insulin preparations, given with the hope of either eliminating or anerizing insulin-specific T cells and thus stopping T1D, have failed. Antigen-specific therapy in general has had no effect on the disease process – it did not halt T1D let alone cure it. Although antigen-specific immunotherapy remains an area of intense interest and investigations, these repeated failures in human trials have dampened initial optimism about this approach. Why has antigen-specific therapy failed so far? The most likely explanation is that by the time of acute disease in humans, epitope spreading has occurred; in other words, T cells reacting to many islet-related autoantigens are attacking the islet, so that eliminating one set of T cells is unable to affect the progression of the disease. Even if insulin is the “original” autoantigen target, in this scenario, targeting insulin would only work very early in disease (refer to the “Preventing T1D: antigen-specific and nonspecific approaches” section).

**Curing or treating T1D using broader immunosuppressive approaches targeting adaptive immunity**

Many different nonantigen-specific, but adaptive immune-directed (i.e., directed primarily to T and B cells), immunotherapeutic approaches have been tried in the past 30 years. One of the first was cyclosporine A (CsA), which inhibits calcineurin and reduces T-cell inflammatory cytokine production. CsA was quite effective in retrospect, with 20%–65% initial T1D reversal, but severe side effects (renal toxicity) were reported and T1D recurred after the reagent administration ceased. Another approach to adaptive immunity, targeting T cells with anti-CD3 antibodies, has been thoroughly studied. Anti-CD3 Ab induced ~60% reversal of newly diagnosed T1D in nonobese diabetic (NOD) mice by modulating both effector T cells and regulatory T cells. Anti-CD3 Ab depleted up to 50% of peripheral T cells in a dose-dependent manner by inducing effector T-cell apoptosis. This treatment also induced anergy in both CD4 and CD8 T cells. Beta-cell-specific regulatory T cells were differentiated in the periphery, and these regulatory T cells were protected from the anti-CD3-mediated depletion or inactivation. However, these promising results in mice were not replicated in humans; diabetic patients did not obtain long-term preservation of endogenous insulin secretion and showed only a small decrease in exogenous insulin use. A large number of other agents targeting adaptive immunity have been tested in human T1D trials, including anti-CD20, CTLA4-Ig, and many others (well reviewed recently by Kolb and von Herrath). Many of these approaches can temporarily halt loss of beta-cell mass/function (as measured, e.g., by C peptide preservation), but none of them can halt the disease process. New therapeutic approaches are clearly needed, including combination therapies that can synergistically target multiple different immune pathways.
Preventing T1D: antigen-specific and nonspecific approaches

The failure to find effective immunotherapies to reverse acute T1D has focused attention on other approaches, including prevention. One impetus for considering prevention is the rapid increase in T1D incidence in many countries since the mid-20th century, which is not explicable by the known genetic predisposition to disease. In Europe, for example, the incidence of T1D cases has been increasing on the average 3.9% per annum, which is a near epidemic pace. If environmental factors are driving this increase, they could be targeted to prevent the disease. What could explain the rising incidence? One explanation is the “hygiene hypothesis”, which suggests that insufficient exposure to microbial agents in immune system development predisposes the adaptive immune system to hyperactivity, resulting in increased autoimmune and allergic diseases.

Evidence for the hygiene hypothesis in T1D is increasing. Recently, it was shown that Finnish children, located across the border from Russian, have a much higher incidence of T1D and that this could be explained by exposure to an altered form of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in altered bacterial flora found in a western European village. The authors concluded that “Early colonization by immunologically silencing microbiota may thus preclude aspects of immune education”, which can lead to hyperactive adaptive immunity.

Besides hygiene hypothesis, there are several other reasons to consider preventative approaches in T1D. One reason is found in the NOD mouse model: it is very easy to prevent T1D in NOD mice. A peculiarity of the NOD literature is the exaggerated attention paid to prevention vs. disease reversal studies. It was already shown over 12 years ago that 440 studies had been done showing prevention of NOD T1D, while only 23 published protocols attempted to reverse the disease. In fact, many agents that can prevent NOD T1D cannot reverse it (a good example is LPS: it can prevent NOD T1D but is ineffective after age 10 weeks and does nothing to reverse acute disease). Apart from the mouse model, it is now possible to predict human T1D on the basis of autoantibodies: two positive islet autoantibodies (IAAs) predict a rate of development of clinical disease at ~11% progression per year. Thus, the presence of two IAAs in children is now considered preclinical human “Stage 1” T1D. Finally, genetic risks of T1D are increasingly well defined. Ninety percent of European T1D patients have disease susceptibility DR3, DR4, or DQ HLA loci. Four single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), in DR3, DR4, CTLA4, and INS, can predict T1D with an AUC of 0.72; a full panel of 40 SNPs increases the AUC to 0.87.

These favorable developments, combined with the failure to effectively treat disease, have led to a renewed emphasis on T1D prevention, as well as many T1D prevention clinical trials. Unfortunately, however, there are serious problems facing any attempt to prevent human T1D. First, prevention trials in high-risk individuals (defined by both autoantibody status and genetic risk) have already failed. The TRIGR trial, which tested the hypothesis that exposure to cow’s milk increased T1D incidence and substituted hydrolyzed casein in infant formula, failed to prevent autoantibody formation. The Diabetes Prevention Trial (DPT-1) to prevent T1D using insulin to tolerize T cells failed, and nicotinamide failed to prevent progression to T1D in the ENDIT trial. These failures could be attributed to the wrong preventative agent, indeed Trialnet is conducting many additional prevention trials (www.diabetestrialnet.org).

However, there are several other major obstacles facing T1D prevention trials: 1) although, as noted previously, individuals with two IAAs progress to T1D at ~11% per year, 15%–20% of these individuals still do not develop T1D at 20 years. This is a major clinical and research problem: how to develop a trial to deal with such variable and prolonged disease development. Moreover, is it feasible to treat children for 10 years or longer with immunosuppressive agents (anti-CD3 antibodies and CTLA4-Ig are examples of agents currently being tested in prevention trials) to achieve prevention – what would the side effect profile be over this prolonged period? 2) Many current studies are performed in populations “enriched” in T1D, however, the vast majority of patients (~85%) have no family history of T1D. Thus, prevention studies would require expansion of autoantibody screening to the entire population. While this is certainly possible, the performance of assays and predictive value of IAAs in the general population (as opposed to enriched populations) is not known. Finally, of course, we simply do not know if the ease with which T1D is prevented in the NOD mouse is translatable to humans. Prevention may simply not work. All of this emphasizes the need to continue to try to develop new approaches for treating the acute disease.

New therapeutic approaches directed to innate immunity: clues from the NOD model

The NOD mouse, which spontaneously develops autoimmune T1D, has been studied extensively since its...
immunity in 1982, and a large NOD literature has been published showing that virtually every aspect of the immune system is involved.\(^{40,41}\) Studies of adaptive immunity have predominated in the NOD literature, due to the spectacular correlation between human and mouse with respect to involvement of MHC Class II, autoreactive T cells against the same autoantigens (insulin, glutamic acid decarboxylase, etc.) in mouse and man, and the presence of similar autoantibodies prior to disease onset.\(^{41}\) In addition, genetic studies have found that many non-MHC loci related to immunity were shared between NOD and human T1D patients.\(^{52}\) More recently, however, focus has shifted to the role of innate immunity in NOD pathogenesis. The role of environmental factors was originally highlighted by the observation that NOD mice housed in “cleaner” facilities had increased disease incidence.\(^{43}\) In fact, NOD mice housed in germ-free facilities had 100% incidence of T1D (compared to 80% in NOD female mice housed under conventional conditions).\(^{44}\) Wen et al\(^{44}\) pursued these ideas and showed that NOD mice lacking Myd88 (an adapter protein that mediates signaling from multiple innate molecules, including Toll-like receptor (TLR) 4) were completely protected from T1D in the presence of normal flora, but developed 100% T1D incidence under germ-free conditions. Furthermore, they showed that the Myd88 effect was mediated through the microbiome: treating the germ-free mice with the microbiota from protected mice ameliorated disease.\(^{44}\) This revolutionary study initiated an explosion of studies on the role of microbiota in autoimmunity, which has been recently reviewed.\(^{45-47}\) In T1D, attention was initially focused on the role of TLR4, which was investigated by making NOD TLR4\(^{-/-}\) mice. However, the effect of TLR4 knockout on T1D development has been inconsistent, with studies showing increased, decreased, and no effect on T1D incidence.\(^{44,48,49}\) This contradictory evidence is probably explained by the fact that TLR4/MD-2 signaling is mediated by both TIR-domain-containing adapter inducing IFN-β (Trif) and Myd88 adaptor proteins.\(^{50}\) Chervonsky et al\(^{51}\) confirmed this by showing that dual Myd88/Trif NOD knockout mice are not protected from T1D in the presence of conventional microbiota (unlike the NOD single Myd88 knockout). This result supports a “balanced signal” hypothesis, meaning that both inflammatory and regulatory responses are induced by the microbiota and that TLR4-mediated Trif signaling causes a tolerizing immune response, which protects against T1D development.\(^{51}\) These extremely important studies bring studies of innate immunity, and potential therapeutic approaches to TLR4 signaling, to the forefront in T1D research.

### Novel approaches to immunotherapy for T1D: targeting innate immunity to regulate adaptive immune responses

We decided a few years ago to focus our efforts on reversing T1D in NOD mice. While this approach seems obvious, for some reason (perhaps because prevention experiments are easier to do, are more successful, and generate more articles), the field is dominated by prevention studies in NOD. Many of the agents that have been shown to prevent NOD T1D demonstrably cannot reverse acute disease in NOD. One reason for the ineffectiveness of “preventative” agents to reverse disease is that prevention approaches may target earlier, more permissive “checkpoints” in the disease prior to significant inflammation, whereas reversal must address the acute disease.\(^{52}\) As discussed previously, by 2005, only 23 attempts to reverse NOD T1D had been reported, with 16 successes, compared to 440 prevention trials.\(^{30}\) We estimate that by now there have been published ~1000 articles showing prevention of NOD T1D and perhaps 40–50 articles on reversal. Clearly, there is much room to define novel reversal pathways in NOD T1D.

The hygiene hypothesis and accumulating evidence showing that environmental influences, particularly the microbiota signaling effect on the TLR4 pathway, played a key role in T1D, suggested to us that innate immunity might be an underdeveloped target in T1D therapy. What could be the mechanistic explanation for the hygiene effect? Antigen-presenting cells (APCs) critically affect adaptive immune responses\(^{53}\) and the balance of pathogenic vs. protective T-cell responses\(^{54}\); and macrophages/dendritic cells (DCs) are among the first cell types found infiltrating the islet.\(^{55}\) NOD mice have developmental defects in macrophages.\(^{56}\) Altered immune stimulation of APCs by environmental agents, including variant forms of LPS, could profoundly affect APCs and either enhance or reduce diabetogenesis, in fact this was subsequently demonstrated as mentioned previously.\(^{29}\) The invading macrophages in NOD T1D promote disease pathogenesis\(^{57}\) by producing proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α.\(^{55}\) Proinflammatory APCs that do not regulate effector T cells could explain epitope spreading and thus the inability to treat T1D by targeting a single autoantigen. This critical “cross-talk” between innate and adaptive immunity is thus an attractive therapeutic target in autoimmunity.\(^{58}\)

We have focused on TLR4 given the literature discussed previously; other TLRs and innate molecules may be suitable
targets. TLRs are expressed on innate immune cells including DCs and macrophages. Ten TLRs have been identified in humans (TLR1–10) and 12 (TLR1–9 and TLR11–13) in mice. There are two TLR subfamilies: cell surface TLRs (TLR1, TLR2, TLR4, TLR5, TLR6, and TLR10) and intracellular TLRs, localized in the endosome (TLR3, TLR7, TLR8, TLR9, TLR11, and TLR12). Each TLR recognizes different molecular structures expressed by various microorganisms. One mechanistic explanation for the hygiene effect, as discussed previously, is that TLR4 interacts with the microbiome to mediate protective/tolerance inducing pathways via the Trif signaling pathways. Another major immunoregulatory mechanism that attracted our attention to agonist signaling via TLR4 is the induction of “endotoxin tolerance” by submaximal TLR4 signaling. Endotoxin tolerance is induced in hepatic macrophages due to persistent low-level exposure to LPS; this reduces subsequent induction of macrophage activation and reduces inflammation. Endotoxin-tolerized immune cells have a tolerogenic immune response that has profound downregulatory effects on adaptive immunity. We hypothesized that converting islet infiltrating macrophages to a tolerogenic phenotype (e.g., by inducing endotoxin tolerance) could alter adaptive T-cell responses and reverse the acute inflammatory state in the diabetic islet. To alter APC function via TLR4 in vivo in acute T1D, we used agonistic TLR4/MD-2 directed antibodies (TLR4-Ab) that had been shown to induce endotoxin tolerance. We tested the effect of TLR4-Ab in acute T1D in mice with serum BG between 200 and 400 mg/dL.

Our approach was extremely effective at reversing acute T1D (even with BG in the 300–400 mg/dL range) in the vast majority of mice, while control antibody-treated mice or untreated mice rapidly progressed to end-stage T1D (BG > 500 mg/dL). Notably, BG decreased even though we did not treat mice with exogenous insulin. Investigation of islet pathology gave valuable clues to the mechanism of action: TLR4-Ab-treated mice demonstrated increased numbers of islets with reduced inflammation, and the amount of insulin per islet increased compared to mice at the onset of T1D (untreated) or mice treated with control antibody. Investigation of the cellular target of TLR4-Ab revealed that it did not directly affect either T cells or Treg cells, but increased the numbers of macrophages and DCs. APCs downregulated their costimulatory molecule expression and as a result T cells proliferated less. In addition, interleukin (IL)-10 production increased significantly, along with IL-2, IL-4, and IL-33. Two weeks after TLR4-Ab treatment, T regulatory cells increased in the periphery. Finally, transfer studies suggested but did not prove that B cells were not necessary for the disease protective effect.

These dramatic results indicate a profound reorganization of the immune response in TLR4-Ab-treated diabetic mice. We are beginning to unravel some of the mechanisms of this treatment effect. We performed RNAseq at 1 week following the second TLR4-Ab treatment in vivo to try to understand this issue. RNAseq revealed a highly significant induction of genes associated with CD11b+Ly6-g+ APCs and a down-regulation of T-cell-related genes (W Ridgway, University of Cincinnati, unpublished data, February, 2017). This raised the possibility that rather than simply tolerizing existing APCs, we were inducing an influx of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs). MDSCs are a relatively new class of APCs that act to actively suppress T effector responses. MDSCs have been predominantly studied in oncology; infiltration of MDSCs in the tumor environment can suppress the effect of T-cell-mediated immunity against cancer cells. Increasingly, however, it is appreciated that deficient MDSC induction may play a role in autoimmunity. Induction of MDSCs can inhibit autoimmunity, most likely by interacting and suppressing T-cell effector responses. Notably, this is highly consistent with the studies by Ghaorian et al who showed that while Coxsackievirus B4 virus can accelerate T1D, natural killer T cell induced MDSCs that infiltrated into the islet, downregulated effector T cells, and prevented T1D. Although TLR4-Ab is given systemically, therefore, it may act by mobilizing MDSC from the bone marrow whereupon they expand in multiple sites including the pancreatic islet. How they home to the islets, however, is currently unknown. At this point, therefore, our leading hypothesis is that TLR4-Ab induces MDSCs that can actively suppress diabetogenic T cells and reverse T1D. This and related hypotheses are an active area of investigation for our laboratory.

Are there other novel approaches to innate immunity in treating T1D? Many agents targeting innate immunity have been tested to prevent NOD T1D; however, as mentioned previously, this has little correlation with successful treatment of active disease. The tested approaches to reverse T1D have largely focused on adaptive immunity. However, one approach that was highly successful in reversing T1D in NOD included granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) along with an anti-T-cell agent. We suspect, but do not know, that this approach may mobilize similar suppressive APCs as our TLR4-Ab. A few other approaches to innate immunity have reversed acute T1D in NOD mice. Both Aralast, a serine protease inhibitor, and Imatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, have reversed T1D, although their exact effect on innate immunity is not well understood.
Other therapeutic approaches to T1D may have heretofore unrecognized effects on innate immunity. For example, we have shown that an agonistic antibody to CD137 prevented T1D, while the splice variant of CD137, soluble CD137 (sCD137) is an immunosuppressive molecule that can both prevent T1D and ameliorate active T1D (W Ridgway, University of Cincinnati, unpublished data, February, 2017). Our emphasis has been on T cells and Tregs in these studies, but since both CD137 and CD137 ligand are expressed on APCs, the innate immune system may also play a role that needs to be investigated. In terms of human clinical trials, the vast majority have targeted adaptive immunity. G-CSF combination therapy has recently been tested in humans, where it was well tolerated. Both Aralast and Imatinib human clinical trials have been initiated, but the full results are not yet known. Therefore, the field of targeted immunotherapy directed to innate immunity is in its infancy in human T1D.

Conclusion
Overall, our results and the abovementioned studies suggest that many promising approaches will soon be developed targeting innate immunity as a therapeutic pathway in T1D. The ultimate goal is to replicate in humans the intricate immune system “re-education” that we see over the course of TLR4-Ab treatment in mice: an alteration of the numerical and functional immune components active in disease to downregulate autoimmune T cells (thus overcoming the limitations of antigen-specific therapies that cannot address epitope spreading) and upregulate T regulatory and APC suppressive functions. Our TLR4-directed approach is promising because it appears to target the same pathways that are understimulated in environments showing a dramatic increase in T1D in the last half century (as explained by the hygiene hypothesis of increased T1D incidence). Since TLR4 agonists are already being tested in other human diseases, this approach could be translated to human application relatively quickly, whether alone or as a combination therapy with agents that also target the adaptive immune component.
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